Do you want to take part in the digital transformation of the media industry? Are you interested in promoting professional
software and services that enable our radio and media clients to be highly successful? To strengthen our Customer
eXperience Group at our Munich headquarters we are looking for a

Student worker / Internship (m/f) Product Design
Your tasks:









Support the product management team towards cross-device capable software application design
Review current available product design and guide for improvements
Learn and understand our products
Provide responsive UI prototypes
Present to developers and stakeholders for getting feedback
Break down proposed changes into product backlog items
Join one of our Scrum Teams and bring in your designer feedback
Start developing a design guideline for DAVID web applications

Your profile:






You have first experiences in state-of-the-art software application design
o Cross-device software design
o CSS frameworks, like Bootstrap
o Basic HTML / CSS / LESS / SASS know how
Excellent skills in documentation
You act independently and you like to take over responsibility
You are creative and able to think outside the box

You will join a highly motivated team in a dynamic company with flat hierarchies, flexible working hours and exciting
projects with well-known clients. We are located in the heart of Munich at a modern business location well connected to
public transportation. If you are looking for a personal challenge in the growing international field of digital media please
send your application to Rosemarie Mohr: join@davidsystems.com
About DAVID Systems
DAVID Systems is an enterprise software company, renowned for its open, customizable and scalable software for rich
media workflows, deployed in some of the largest and most innovate radio stations and media companies worldwide. The
company, founded in 1991, is privately owned and headquartered in Munich, Germany with offices in Berlin and
Washington, DC. Customers include the German ARD, the Swiss SRG, RTL102.5 in Italy, France Médias Monde in France,
NPR in the USA and NRK and P4 in Scandinavia.
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